1st Dam  
SOUTHWIND SERENITY p,2,1:57.3f; 3,1:50.3 ($165,402) by Real Desire. 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At
4, second in leg Burning Point Ser. at Meadowlands. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam  
SHADY DARLING BT1:58.2 by Artsplace. From 9 living foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50, 7 in
1:55, including:

- SOUTHWIND DIESEL p,3,Q1:56; 4,1:50 ($54,447) (Bettor's Delight). 16 wins, 4 thru 7. At
4, second in elim. and Final City of London P. at London.

- LIL' MISS BOURBON (M) p,2,1:53.4; 1:53.4f; BT1:52.1s ($132,355) (American Ideal). 18
wins, 2 thru 7. At 3, second in leg Town Pro Ser. at Mohawk, leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga;
third in leg Excelsior Ser. at Tioga, Vernon.

- ANG'S DELIGHT p,3,1:54.4f; 1:51.3f; BT1:51.1f ($111,448) (Bettor's Delight). 11 wins, 3 thru 5.


- SOUTHWIND DREDGE p,2,1:54.3f; BT1:52.1s ($1,500) (American Ideal). Record at 2.

3rd Dam  
HEATHER'S HALO (M) p,3,1:52.1; BT1:50.4 ($167,988) (Falcons Future). 2 wins at 2 and 3. At
2, second in The Standardbred S., elim. Three Diamonds P.; third in Bluegrass S. At 3,
second in Helen Dancer Mem., Ladieship S., Tarport Hap P.; third in Adio Volo S. At 4,
winner cons. Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in cons. and leg White Ruffles
Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of HINCIAPIE HANOVER p,3,1:52; 4,1:50.1f ($270,720), UP
FRONT MUSTANG p,3,1:53.3f; 4,1:51.3f ($101,271), TOMMY'S SHARK p,3,1:52.1; I'M
REAL GOOD p,1:53.3f; 1:52.2, WHEN TWO FOOLS MET p,3,1:53.4f; 4,1:52.2f, HALTER TOP
HANOVER p,3,1:55.3f, JIMMY THE DUKE p,3,1:55.3, HOVER HANOVER p,3,Q1:57.3f, 4,1:54.5f;
GRANDAM OF SOMEWHEREINHEAVEN p,2,1:54.2; 3,1:52.3; 4,1:51.4f ($146,418), MCARONI N
CHEESE p,3,1:53, SOMEWHEREINMEXICO p,3,1:55.2f, 1:54e.

SHADY SEQUEL p,2,1:59.1h; 1:55f; BT1:53.2f ($97,774). 21 wins, 2 thru 10. At 2, second in Goshen Cup, leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold (2),
winner cons. Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; second in cons. and leg White Ruffles
Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of RECOGNIZE FLORA p,2,1:54.4 h; 3,1:52.3; 4,1:51.4f ($182,437),
MURDER MACHINE p,3,1:55.1f; 1:54.4f; BT1:54.2h ($93,213) (Western Hanover). 23 wins,
3 thru 11. At 2, third in elim. Lawrence B. Sheppard Mem.

I'M NOT TELLING p,3,1:54.2h; BT1:53.2f ($84,021) (Tell All). 7 wins at 3 and 4.

SHADY BABIE (M) p,3,1:58.4; BT1:56 ($3,866) (Jate Lobell). Winner at 3. Dam of KARBONATOR p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:51.2; 4,1:51.1f ($371,719), STINGER BLUE CHIP p,3,1:51 ($186,176), SHA
DELIGHT p,2,1:55.3; 3,1:52.1f; 1:53.3f ($182,437), CHAKA BLUE CHIP p,3,1:54.2h; 1:55.3f; DRUNKEN FRENCHEMAN p,2,Q2:01.1h; 1:55f; 3,1:54.2, Grandam of MT
STERLING MAFIA p,3,1:51.2 ($202,320), MCERONE HALL p,2,1:57.1f; 1:52.9f, 1:52.9f ($121,545),
MANDALAY HALL p,2,Q1:56.4f; 3,1:54.2h; 4,1:54.4f ($119,941), BRINGHOME THE MAIL p,3,1:52.2;
WESTERN SIERRA p,2,1:53.2; 3,1:52.4-20, NICK'S MONSTER p,2,1:53.3-20, SHOOTING
STRAIGHT p,3,1:54, etc.

SHADY SIDE UP p,4,1:56.4f ($3,266) (Cam's Card Shark). 2 wins at 4.

Producers: Shady Romance (dam of REAL SHADY) p,2,Q2:00f; 3,1:53.1f-$174,465, SHADY
IDEA p,2,1:55.3f; 3,Q1:53.2f; 1:52.3f-$137,423, SHADY ATTACK p,3,1:59f; 1:56.4h, JK Hello Dolly p,4,Q2:00.1h (dam of REASONABLE FORCE p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:51.3-$279,025, CRUISE TO WIN p,2,1:55.4f, PERSUADER p,3,1:56.2f;
grandam of BEACH SHOOTINGSTAR p,2,Q1:57.2; 3,1:53.3; 4,1:53.2h-$108,907, LOOKSTRAIGHT p,2,1:56.4; 3,1:55.4f).

Next Dam - TIKA BELLE p,2,2:00f (Skipper Walt-TIKA HANOVER-Best Of All)